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SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SUBJECT TO

MILD INTEGRAL CONDITIONS

WILLIAM F. TRENCH

Abstract. It is shown that solutions of a system x' = f(t, x) approach constant

vectors as /-* oc, under assumptions which do not require that \\f(t, x)\\ *

w(t, 11*11), where w is nondecreasing in ||xll, and which permit some or all of the

integral smallness conditions on / to be stated in terms of ordinary—rather than

absolute—convergence. Estimates of the order of convergence are given.

Theorems which imply that solutions of a system

(1) x'=f(t,x)

approach constant vectors as ' — oo are usually obtained by assuming that

(2) ll/(/,je)||<w(fJje||),

where w is decreasing in r for r > 0, and subject to some integral condition such as

(3) j   w(t, r)dt < oo, r » 0;

for examples, see [1,4,6]. Sometimes, instead of (3), it is required that the equation

r' = w(t, r) have a bounded positive solution on some half-line [t0, oo); for example,

see [2], Clearly, any integral condition like (3) requires absolute convergence, and

there are systems for which no majorizing function w as in (2) is increasing in ||jc||.

Here we present results which do not require this kind of bound on /, and are based

on integral conditions involving ordinary—that is, not necessarily absolute—conver-

gence of some of the improper integrals in question. Moreover, our results include

information on the order of convergence of solutions of (1).

Throughout this paper the norm M of a vector or matrix is the sum of the

absolute values of its elements, and W and K are as in the following assumption. The

motivation for this definition will become clear after the statement of the main

theorem (Remark 1, below).

Assumption A. The n X n matrix function W is continuously differentiable and

invertible on [T, oo) for some T > 0, and

(4) [e°\\lV(t)(W-l(s))'\\ds<K< oo,        t>f.
't
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Henceforth we assume that t > T. Notice that

(5) f°||(»'-,i»)'ll<fe<oo
J

and so

(6) lim WHO exists (finite),
t— 00

because of (4).

Lemma 1. // q is a continuous n-vector function on [T, oo) and f°°W(t)q(t)dt

converges, then jxq(t)dt converges, and

W(t) jX'q(s) ds (\+K)p(t),       t>T,(7)

where

(8) p(f) = sup   /    W(s)q(s)ds\

Proof. With

(9) p(t) = [°°lV(s)q(s)ds,
Jt

integration by parts yields

(10)

('q(s) ds = V W-\s)W(s)q(s) ds = -W~\s )p(s)\ ' + ('(W~](s))'p(s) ds.
Ji Jt 't      Jt

From (6), (8), and (9),

\\(W-\s))'p(s)\\ < p(T)\\(W-\s))'\\,       s ï* T,

and lim_0OH/"1(')p(0 = 0; hence, because of (5), we can let / — oo in (10) and

obtain

/•OO /-OO

[   q(s)ds=W-\t)p(t)+       (W-'(s))'p(s)ds.
Jt Jt

Multiplying by W(t) and invoking (4), (8), and (9) yields (7).

Definition 1. For T>0, let H(T) he the Banach space of continuous «-vector

functions h on [T, oo) such that Wh is bounded, with the norm

(11) /V(r;/i) = sup||W(ï)A(Oll-
t^T

If M > 0, let

H„(T)= {hGH(T)\N(T;h)^M}.

The following is our main theorem:

Theorem 1. For a given vector c, suppose there are constants M > 0 and TQ > 0

such that f is continuous on

(12) Q = {(/, x) \t>T@, \\W(t)(x - c)\\ < M}
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and the integral

/oo W(s)f(s,c + h(s))ds,       t>T,

converges if h G HM(T) and T > T0. Suppose also that

(14) \\J(t;hx)-J(t;h2)\\^8N(T;hx-h2),       t > T,

whenever

(15) hx,h2GHM(T)    withT>T{),

where

(16) 0<5< 1/(1 + K).

Then (1) has a solution x0 which is defined for t sufficiently large and satisfies

(17) lim W(t)(x0(t) - c) = 0;
l—x

moreover, if xx is any solution of (I) such that

(18) lim W(t)(xx(t) -c) = 0,
r —oo

then

(19) *i(0 = **(')

for t sufficiently large.

Remark 1. In our examples, W = diag[w,,... ,wn] with w, > 0 and w¡ > 0, in

which case (4) holds with K = n, and (17) implies that the components of x„

approach c at possibly different rates. We state and prove our theorems under the

more general Assumption A because this does not complicate the proofs and the

more general formulation may be useful in some applications.

Proof of Theorem 1. If h G HM(T) with T s* T0, then

(20) \\J(t; h)\\ < \\J(t; h) - J(r;0)|| + H7(r;0)ll *£ 8M + H7(i;0)||,

from (14) with hx = h and h2 — 0. Now choose Tx 3= T0 so that

(21) 8M+ sup II J(f; 0)11 « A//(l + K),

which is possible because of (16) and the convergence of 7(7; 0) = ftxW(s)f(s, c)ds.

From (20) and (21),

(22) \\J(t;h)\\^M/(\+ K)    if t >TX and h G BM(TX).

IfhG HM(TX), define h = UJh by

h(t) = -f  f(s,c + h(s))ds,       t>Tx.
Jt

From (13) and Lemma 1 with q(t) = f(t,c + «(/)), h is defined and satisfies the

inequality

\\W(t)h(t)\\^(\ + K)sup\\J(t;h)\\,       t>Tx.

From this and (22), \\W(t)h(t)\\ < M, t> Tx. Therefore, h G HM(TX); that is, T\

transforms HM(TX) into itself.
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Now suppose/i, E BM(TX) and h, - f\ h, (i = 1,2). Then Lemma 1 with

g(t)=f(t,c + hx(t))-f(,,c + h2(t))

implies that

\\W(t)(hx(t)- h2(t))\\ =£(1 + K)\\J(t; hx)-J(t; h2)\\,       t>Tx,

and so, from ( 11 ) and ( 14) (with 7" = 7", ),

(23) N{Tx;hx - ii2)<8(] + K)N(Tx;hx - h2).

Hence, from (16), 5 is a contraction mapping of HM(TX) into itself, and therefore

there is an «n in HM(TX) such that hQ = lJ«(); that is,

h0(t) = -rf(s,c + h0(s))ds,       t>Tx.
J t

From Lemma 1 with q(t) =f(t,c + h0(t)), lim,^ W(t)hQ(t) - 0. Therefore, the

function x0 — c + h0 satisfies ( 1 ) and ( 17).

If x, satisfies (1) and (18), then hx = xx - eis in HM(T2) for some T2 > Tx. and

hx(t) - «„(/) = C[f(s, c + h0(s)) -f(s, c + hx(s))] ds,        t > T2.
J t

By an argument like that which led to (23).

iV(r2;A,-A0)<a(l +K)N(T2;hx - h0),

which implies that hx(t) = h0(t) for / ^ T2, because of (16). This implies (19) for

t s* T2, and completes the proof.

We now apply Theorem 1 to the system

(24) x' = A(t)Hx) + g(t),       t>0.

First we need the following definition:

Definition 2. A vector c is a Lipschitz point of a vector function \p if there are

constants p. A > 0 such that 4*(x) is defined whenever

(25) Hx-clKp

(26) H(xx) -4>(x2)\\^\\\xx -x2\\

if II*,.-ell <p,/= L2.

Theorem 2. Suppose A is an n X m matrix function and g is an n-vector function,

both continuous on [0, oo), and c is a Lipschitz point of the m-vector function \p.

Suppose also that

(27) fXW(t)[A(t^(c)+g(t)]dt

converges and

/oo \\W(t)A(t)\\\\W-'(t)\\ dt < oo.

Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for (24).
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Proof. Let

(29) a = sup||ir-,(/)||,
l>T

which is finite because of (6). Let 5 be any number that satisfies (16), let \ be as in

(26), and choose T0 so that

(30) f°\\W(s)A(s)\\ \\W-X(s)\\ ds =c 8/X,

which is possible because of (28). Henceforth, let / > T0. Finally, let

(31) M-p/a,

with p as in (25). We will show that T0 and M satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1,

for

(32) f(t,x)=A(tH(x)+g(t).

We must first show that/is continuous on ñ as defined in (12). If (t, x) G ß, then

||x - ell ^ WW~l(t)H \\W(t)(x - c)\\ <oM = p,

because of (29) and (31). Since \p is continuous for all x satisfying (25), while A and g

are continuous on [0, oo), it follows that / is continuous on £2, and /(/, c + h(t)) is

continuous on [T, oo) if h G HM(T) with T > T0. Moreover, if (15) holds, then

U(c + hx(t)) - xp(c + h2(t))\\ ^X\\hx(t) - h2(t)\\

<MW'lU)nw{ty(kl(t)-ki(t))\\

^X\\W-](t)\\N(T;hx-h2),       t>T.

where we have used (11) and (26). This and (30) imply that

(33) I f*W(s)A(s)[>p(c + hx(s)) - *(c + h2(s))] ds < 8N(T; hx-h2),

t> T.

With/as in (32), the functional in (13) becomes

J(t; h) = i" W(s)[A(s^(c + h(s)) + g(s)] ds.
Jt

From the convergence of (27), J(t; 0) exists. This and the convergence of the integral

in (33) with hx = h and h2 - 0 imply that J(t; h) exists for all h G HM(T), if

t > 7 s* T0. Knowing this, we can conclude from (33) that (14) holds whenever (15)

does. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Stronger results are available for a linear system

(34) x' = A{t)x + g(t),       r>0.

We omit the proof of the following theorem, which is similar to that of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Suppose the n X n matrix function A and the n-vector function g are

continuous on [0, oo),

(35) y°C||H/(/)^(í)H/-|(/)||a,í< oo,
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and

(36)
/OO

W(t)[A(t)c + g(t)} dt

converges for a given constant vector c. Then (34) has a unique solution x0 which

satisfies (17).

The next theorem follows easily from this and elementary properties of linear

systems.

Theorem 4. Suppose A and g are continuous on [0, oo), (35) holds, and

f°°W(t)A(t) dt and J'x>lV(t)g(t) dt converge. Then (34) has a unique solution which

satisfies (17) for any given constant vector c, and every solution of (34) satisfies (17) for

some c.

Theorem 4 with W = I contains a tesult of Brauer [1, Lemma 2], who assumed

that/°°M(Oll dt < oo and f°°\\g(t)\\ dt < oo.

In the following examples, c = col[a,, a2] and xx and x2 are the components of a

solution vector x.

Example 1. The system

(37)
4 sin t

t*(xx - x2)

XiX;

XÍ

+
sin t

t >0,

is of the form (24). If W = diag[f«, r9-1] with g > 1, then (28) holds. If a, * a2,

then c is a Lipschitz point of ip in (37), and (27) converges if q < 3. Therefore,

Theorem 2 implies that (37) has a solution such that

(38) x,(/) = a, +o(r'),       xa(0 = a2 + e(r«-H)

for all a < 3, provided a, # a2. If a, = -a2 # 0, then (27) converges for a < 4, and

so (38) holds for all q < 4.

Example 2. For the linear system

2r2sinf      3r'
-3.

sin t
-3

6r'

-2r3
(39)

t ' t   sin f.

(35) holds if W — diagl?9, r,+ l] with q > 0, and (36) converges if a, is arbitrary,

a2 = -2, and q < 1. Hence, from Theorem 3, (39) has a solution such that

(40) x,(l) = «,+«(/-«),       xa(r) =-2+ «(/-•-»)

for all a < 1. If a, = -a2 = 2, then (36) converges if a < 2, and so (40) holds for all

q < 2 if a, =2.

Example 3. We now exhibit a system x' = A(t)x whose solutions all tend rapidly

to constant vectors, even though /°°l|/4(i)ll dt — oo. To this end, we first observe

that /^/"c^'sinic') dt converges for all v if p < 1; if p = 0, it converges conditionally

if v s* -1, absolutely if p < -I. (To see this, substitute t = e'.) Now consider the

system

(41
x,

sin(e')
-3/2

-5/2

ft/-'/2

¿,-3/2
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where a, b, c, d are constants and b =£ 0, so that f0011/1(011 dt — oo. and let W =

diagle^', /c"'] with 0 =s p. < 1. Here /°°W(i)^(') ¿' converges and (35) holds; hence.

Theorem 4 implies that if a, and a2 are arbitrary, then (41) has a solution such that

x,(i) = a, + o(c^').        x, = a2 + o(rl*-K)

for all p< 1.

Example 4. Suppose a, b, f G C(0. oo) and z, and z2 are solutions of

(42) z" + a(/)z = 0.        / > 0.

with wronskian w =£ 0. Then y satisfies

(43) v" + a(0.v = M').v+/(/).        i>0.

if and only if

(44) v,r) = xx:\r) + x2z2r).       r = 0.1.

where

Let a, and a, be given constants, define g = b(axzx + a2z2) + f, and suppose

w E C(0. oo) is such that w > 0, w' > 0, and the integrals ¡xwgztdt (i'— 1.2)

converge. Suppose also that jx | ¿ | (| z, | +1 221)2 dt < oo. Then, applying Theorem

3 with W = wl to (45) shows that (43) has a solution which satisfies (44), with

x,(t)^a, + o(\/w(t)),       i =1,2.

The special case of this with w = 1 and/ = 0 is known [5].

Example 5. If (42) is nonoscillatory, we may choose z, and z2 so that z2/z, tends

monotonically to infinity [3, p. 357]. Then it is useful to apply Theorem 3 to (45)

with

H/=diag[(z2/z,r,(z2/z,r']        (*>0).

For example, if a = -1 in (42), so that (43) becomes

(46) y" -y = b(t)y+f(t),        t > 0,

we take z, = e~' and z2 = e' in (44) and (45), and

W=diag[e2<", e>2<«+1"]        (g>0).

Theorem 3 then implies that if /°° | b(t) \ dt < oo and a, and a2 are constants such

that

fXe2«'[b(t)(ax+a2e2')+f(t)e']dt

converges, then (46) has a solution y such that

vc>(,) = (-1)'«,«?-' + a2e' + o(e-<2"+])'),       r = 0,1.

This implies several results previously obtained under stronger integral conditions.

(45)
-2Î

.:
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